
THE STRAND MURAL PROJECT 
As part of the Millennium preparations in Portsmouth a 

wall map (literally) has appeared at the end of a terrace of 
buildings. The 40' x 50' colour mural faces a roundabout 
with five connecting roads and is a feast for everybodies 
eyes however cartographically illiterate. There has been no 
further increase in road accidents reported but its features 
are best appreciated by passing pedestrians with a moment 
to gaze. 

The muralist, Mark E.W. Lewis is a resident Southsea 
artist and is a member of a mutuallly supportive group of 
artists known as The Art and Soul Traders. Commissoned 
by Portsmouth City Council to create a mapped depiction of 
Portsmouth throughout time to the Millennium. A tall order 
for any artist let alone a cartographer! Mark's decorative 
skills as a muralist are well known in the Portsmouth area by 
a fantastic marine life mural in the local Sea Life Centre. 
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With a good idea of historical sites and buildings to be 
included, Mark approached the Geography Department of 
the University of Portsmouth for advice and help with the 
aspect of view, angle of view, perspective and 
planimetrically correct positioning of features on the base 
map. Paul Carter, GIS technician provided an assortment of 
view points, both in angle of view and direction using 
Autocad. The final view selected was 30 degrees with a 
viewing point somewhere above Seaview on the Isle of 
Wight! No perspective was introduced as uniform horizon
tal scaling fitted the map extent required. By importing the 
Autocad dxf file into Freehand I added the road network, 
cliff line effect and other embellishments all of which had 
no comparison to that finally portrayed on the mural. The 
paints used were specifically weather tolerant but even so 
with no guarantee to last till the rnillenium after next! 

From a notice provided by University of Portsmouth 
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